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The Parliamentary Affairs Club (PAC) of MES College Marampally, in collaboration with the 
NSS unit, has successfully conducted several impactful initiatives throughout the academic 
year 2023-24, focusing on civic engagement and global awareness. 

One of the club's major endeavors was the organization of two voter awareness programmes 
in light of the upcoming Loksabha Elections. The first phase, held on December 6, 2023, 
featured a Voter ID Registration Campaign. This initiative saw a significant turnout of 
students who enthusiastically registered for voter IDs and enrolled in the electoral roll. The 
assistance provided by NSS volunteers and PAC members was instrumental in facilitating 
smooth registration processes for the students. 

The second phase of the voter awareness programme, titled 'Mera Pehala Vote Desh Ke Liye', 
aimed at educating students about their voting rights and the electoral procedures. Mr. 
Sajeev Bhaskaran, Deputy Thahasildar from Taluk Office, Kunathunadu, led an informative 
session where he delivered a comprehensive presentation on the electoral process. He 
highlighted the procedures for enrolling in the electoral roll and conducted a live 
demonstration on the usage of voting machines, offering practical insights into the voting 
process. The active participation of students in this session, marked by insightful questions 
and discussions, underscored the significance of promoting voter awareness among the 
youth. 

Another notable event organized by the PAC was a seminar on Human Rights Violations in 
Palestine, held in collaboration with the MES Ernakulam District Committee on October 19, 
2023. The seminar aimed to shed light on the persistent denial of human rights in Palestine. 
Mr. Alexander Jacob IPS, Former D.G.P. of Prisons, delivered the keynote address, 
emphasizing the complexities of the Israel-Palestine conflict. He urged students to critically 
examine narratives surrounding the conflict and advocated for discernment amidst 
distorted information and sectarian divides. The seminar served as a crucial platform for 
dialogue, fostering understanding among students about global human rights issues and the 
importance of advocating for justice on an international scale. 

In conclusion, the Parliamentary Affairs Club of MES College Marampally has demonstrated 
its commitment to fostering civic responsibility and global awareness among students 
through its diverse initiatives. The voter awareness programmes and the seminar on human 
rights violations in Palestine have not only educated students but also inspired them to 
actively engage in issues that shape our society and the world at large. 
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